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New iVSP app
Become a captain of
a VSP-driven ship

Drive the intelligent
propulsion system for
safe shipping
The Voith Schneider Propeller (VSP) combines
propulsion and steering in one unit. This
unique vessel propulsion solution was developed more than 90 years ago by Austrian
engineer Ernst Schneider. Today, Voith
Schneider Propellers are in use all over the
world wherever precise, safe and efficient
maneuvering is required.
With the help of the new iVSP (interactive Voith Schneider
Propeller) app, you can experience for yourself how a VSP
virtually works. We have just completely redesigned the app
and added features that make it even more realistic in 3D, as
well as improved the physics for precise ship motion.
Now the standard ship is a double-ended ferry, which the user
controls with virtual joysticks. The double-ended ferry has
four propellers – the two fore propellers controlled with the
left joystick and the two aft propellers with the right joystick.
In addition, the new iVSP app offers a completely new
training mode. A typical docking procedure is simulated by
positioning the ship in a marked field within a specified time.

Download the new iVSP app now
+ The user interface now has updated functionality
that makes the iVSP app easier to use.
+ You can try out all the maneuvers that are possible
with this innovative drive.
+ Are you skilled enough to drive a VSP tug? Find out
and master the course in Simulation Training.
+ Compare your results with friends and colleagues
on the high score list.
+ Switch from 3D into the views that show the motion
or hydrodynamic forces. Easily understand the
sophisticated working principle with views that
show motion of parts inside the VSP and resulting
hydrodynamic forces when you operate the VSP.

iVSP app for windows
www.voith.com/iVSP

iVSP app for iOS

iVSP app for Android
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